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Abstract. This paper describes a method that extracts the basic be-
haviors of robots such as kicking and passing from the history data of
the positions and velocities of the robots and the ball in RoboCup Small
Size League (SSL). In this paper, as a first step, we propose an offline
method that extracts the basic behaviors of robots from the logged data
which is a record of the positions and velocities of the robots and the
ball as the time series data. First, paying attention to the ball move-
ment, we extract the line segments in the ball trajectory which satisfy
our proposed conditions. These segments arise from the kicking actions.
Then we classify the extracted line segments into the detailed kicking
actions by analysing the intention of the kicked robot. We also propose
algorithms that detect and classify the covering actions. Experimental
results show that 98% of the kicking actions are correctly detected and
more than 80% of the detected kicking actions are correctly classified,
and that 90% of the covering actions are also correctly classified.

1 Introduction

Cooperative plays and higher strategies are studied actively in the RoboCup
Small Size League (SSL), since the global cameras can achieve the reliable image
processing in comparison to the image processing using the local cameras, which
is developed mainly in the humanoid, middle-size and 4-legged leagues. They
are also studied actively in the simulation league[1,2]. However, it seems difficult
to transfer the technology that was developed in the simulation league into the
SSL directly, since the real robot has the uncertainty of the motion.

It is expected, in the highly skilled robotic soccer, that the best strategy
should be adaptively chosen by learning the behaviors of the opponent robots.
To do so in the SSL, it is necessary to detect the opponent behaviors in the
history data of the positions and velocities of the robots and the ball, which are
obtained by processing images captured by the over-field cameras every 1/30 or
1/60 seconds. Many teams in the SSL use only the history data of the robots
and the ball for computing the positions that the robots should go next. On the
other hand, in human soccer, each player recognizes the other players’ actions,
predicts their next actions and decides his action. To realize human-like robotic
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soccer in the SSL, it is necessary to recognize the opponent behaviors from the
history data.

It has been studied to analyze, search and edit the human soccer videos auto-
matically [3,4]. the main purpose of these studies was, however, the recognition
of a player, the tracking of the ball and the detection of events based on cin-
ematic features. In contrast, the recognition of behaviors is still remained as a
future work. In the RoboCup simulation League, it has been studied to learn
when and in which situation the specific events such as the passing and shooting
often happen [5]. In the simulation league, since the players and the ball move
according to the given physical formula, it is rather easy to detect the behaviors
of each player. On the other hand, in the SSL, positions of the robots and the
ball in the history data are not always exact, since they are computed by the
image processing. To analyse the behavior of players, we have to detect and clas-
sify actions from the history data. In this paper, we propose an algorithm that
detects kickings and covering actions from the history data and classifies them
into a passing, a shooting, a clearing, an interception and so forth. Moreover,
we show an experimental result of the detection and classification. It shows that
the proposed algorithm is available for our purpose.

2 Classification of Robot Actions

In this section, we classify the actions of robot in robotic soccer based on the
logged data which is a history data of the robots and the ball. The basic actions
of robot in the SSL are “kicking” and “covering”. We classify them into the
following detailed actions;

– “Kicking” actions:
• “Shot”,
• “Pass”,
• “Clear”.

– “Covering” actions:
• “covering for preventing passing”,
• “covering for preventing shooting”,
• “covering for intercepting ball”.

Besides the basic actions classified above, there are other actions such as “chip
kick” and “dribbling”, however, these actions are not considered here1.

We detect each action classified above in the logged data by using our proposed
algorithm described in the next section and after. The logged data is a record of
the SSL’s competition including following data as the history data;

– Time stamp,
– Referee signal,
– Position, direction, velocity and angle velocity of each robot,
– Position and velocity of ball,

1 These actions are the challenges for the next step.
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– Reliability of each recognized object by image processing,
– Camera number that each object is captured.

These data are recorded every 1/60 seconds.
Hereafter, we use the term “object” meaning a ball, a teammate robot, or an

opponent robot.

3 Detection and Classification of Kicking Actions

The detection of the kicking actions discussed here means to extract the segment
that the ball starts linear motion and ends it. There is no need that the ball must
stand still before the ball starts linear motion. First, we extract the linear motion
segment from the trajectory of the ball, then check the segment whether it is
caused by the kicking of a robot or not. Second, we classify the action of the
detected segment into detailed kicking action by an intention analysis. Third,
we classify the effect of the kicking action.

3.1 Algorithm for Detecting Kicking Actions

The detection algorithm of the kicking segment consists of two algorithms, i.e.
to extract the maximal linear segment in the ball trajectory and to classify the
extracted segment. The algorithms are shown below.

In the algorithms, we use the following notations.
(Xi, Yi) is the position of the ball at time i,−→ai is a vector from (Xi, Yi) to (Xi−1, Yi−1),−→
bi is a vector from (Xi, Yi) to (Xi+1, Yi+1),
θi is an angle which is given by the following equation,

θi =
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θi is an average of θi between time i and i + n− 1, which is given by,

θi =
1
n

i+n−1∑

m=i

θm (2)

Vi is an average velocity of the ball between time i and i+n−1, which is given by,

Vi =
1
n

i+n−1∑

m=i

∣
∣
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bm

∣
∣
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f is a function that returns a value in proportion to the inverse of input value,
i.e. if B = f(A) then B ∝ A−1, Tα, Tβ and Tω are threshold values, which are
given beforehand, In the above, n is a given number for smoothing noise.
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Using above notations, first, we describe an algorithm to detect the linear
motion segment.

Algorithm 1. detection of linear motion segment
Extract a linear motion segment in the trajectory of the ball,

Step 1. Set i← 1
Step 2. Compute

{

θi < f (Vi)
} ∧ {Vi > Tα} . (4)

If Eq. (4) holds, then set time i as s the starting time of the linear motion
segment, set j ← i + 1 and go to Step 3. If not, set i ← i + 1 and repeat
Step 2.

Step 3. Compute θj and Vj , and compute

{

θj < f (Vj)
} ∧ {θj+n < Tβ} . (5)

If Eq. (5) holds, then set j ← j + 1 and repeat Step 3. Otherwise, set time
j + n as e the ending time of the linear motion. If the end of trajectory is
reached, then exit, otherwise, set i← j + n + 1 and go to Step 2.

When the segment is detected, a classification of the kicking action is done
by the following “algorithm 2”.

Algorithm 2. Classification of kicking action
For the detected segment, do the following.

Step 1. Let s and Rs be the starting time of the linear motion segment and
the robot which is closest to the ball at time s, respectively. Let Dk be the
distance between the robot Rs and the ball at time k, where s ≤ k ≤ s + n.
Compute the followings;

{Ds < Tγ} ∧ {(Ds < Ds+1) ∧ · · · ∧ (Ds+n−1 < Ds+n)} (6)

max
0≤k≤n−2

{(Ds+k+2 −Ds+k+1)− (Ds+k+1 −Ds+k)} > Tω (7)

Equation (6) shows that the ball goes away from the kicked robot Rs and
equation (7) shows that the maximal acceleration in the segment should be
greater than the threshold Tω if the ball is kicked by the robot Rs.

If Eq. (6) is true and Eq. (7) holds, the linear motion segment is caused by
the kicking action. Then, search the past time. If the previous linear motion
segment ends at some time l (s−m ≤ l ≤ s), the kicking is a direct play2.
This leads that the value of m is about 5.

Step 2. If Eq. (6) is true but Eq. (7) does not hold, the linear motion segment
is caused by the ball bouncing off the robot. If Eq. (6) is false, it is caused
by the unknown reason or action.

2 The direct play is an action that kicks the ball immediately after receiving it[6].
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3.2 Intention of Kicking Actions

It is important for the behavior recognition to clarify the intention of the kicking
action of the robot. For the kicking actions satisfying both Eqs. (6) and (7), the
intention of the kicking actions is judged by the following algorithm.

Algorithm 3. Intention of kicking action
Step 1. Find the team (teammate/opponent) to which the robot Rs belongs.

It is easily found in the logged data.
Step 2. Calculate the half line L that begins at the starting point (Xs, Ys) of

the linear motion and goes through the ending point (Xe, Ye).
Step 3. If the half line goes across one of the objects, where objects are end-line

(EL), goal-line (GL), side-line (SL) and teammate robots of Rs at time s,
then find the closest object to the robot Rs and its intersection c.

Step 4. From the intersection c, the intention of the kicking action is classified
as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Classification of kicking action

�
��Rs

c
TR’s EL OR’s EL TR’s GL OR’s GL SL TR OR

TR clear shot unknown shot clear pass
OR shot clear shot unknown clear pass
TR means teammate robot.
OR means opponent robot.

3.3 Effect of Kicking Actions

The effect of the kicking action is often different from its intention. Therefore,
we realized an algorithm to classify the effect of the kicking action.

Algorithm 4. Effect of kicking action
Step 1. Find the team (teammate/opponent) to which the robot Rs belongs.

It is easily found in the logged data.
Step 2. Calculate the line segment L that begins at the starting point (Xs, Ys)

of the linear motion and ends in the ending point (Xe, Ye). Extend the seg-
ment for the length of DL over the end point.

Step 3. If the extended line segment goes across one of the objects, where ob-
jects are end-line (EL), goal-line (GL), side-line (SL) and teammate and
opponent robots of Rs at time e, then find the closest object to the robot
Rs and its intersection c.

Step 4. From the intersection c, the effect of the kicking action is classified as
shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. Effect of kicking actions

�
��Rs

c TR’sEL OR’sEL TR’sGL OR’sGL SL TR OR

TR clear shot miss own goal goal clear pass interception
OR shot miss clear goal own goal clear interception pass
TR means teammate robot.
OR means opponent robot.

4 Detection and Classification of Covering Actions

4.1 Definition of Covering Action

Typical covering actions in the SSL can be classified into the following three
actions.

“Covering for preventing passing” action. “Covering for preventing pass-
ing” action is an action at free kick or throw-in that covers an opponent robot
who will receive the ball and prevent a passing between opponent robots.

“Covering for preventing shooting” action. “covering for preventing
shooting” action is an action at free kick or throw-in that covers an oppo-
nent robot who will shoot the ball just after receiving it from an opponent’s
teammate and prevent a shooting. In this case, the covering robot stands on
the shooting line. Typical example appears in the case that a robot does the
direct play.

“Covering for getting ball” action. “covering for getting ball” action is an
action in in-play or at free kick or throw-in that covers an opponent robot
holding the ball, and tries to get the ball or prevents a passing or a shooting.

These three covering actions might be done by two or more robots.
By contrast, the action of the robot that defends the goal with keeping a

constant distance from the goal is not regarded as the covering action.

4.2 Algorithm for Detecting Covering Action

The purpose of the following algorithms is to detect an opponent robot which
covers a teammate robot.

Intuitive features such as the distance between two robots or the angle between
the moving direction vectors of them do not work well for the detection of the
covering action. We utilize the new feature; minimal of the distances between
one robot and each line connecting the ball and the other robots.

“Covering for Preventing Passing” Action. The opponent robot which
acts as preventing passing always moves to the position that it can take the
ball away. It stands near the receiving robot and tends to move on the line
connecting the ball and the receiving robot. Considering this observation, we
get the following algorithm that detects the “covering for preventing passing”
action.
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First, we define the notation used in the algorithm,

R is the robot which receives the passed ball.
(xi, yi) is the position of the robot R at time i.
Rj : j = {0, 1, · · · , 4} are the opponent robots.
(xij , yij) is the position of the robot Rj at time i.
L : ax + by + c = 0 is the line connecting the ball and the robot R.
T is a given threshold.

In the above, n is a given number in the range of 5 to 10 used for smoothing
noise.

Algorithm 5. Detection of the “covering for preventing passing” action
Step 1. Set i← 1.
Step 2. For each j, calculate

E1ij =
√

(xi − xij)
2 + (yi − yij)

2
, (8)

E2ij =
|axij + byij + c|

√

a2 + b2
, (9)

Eij = α ·E1ij + β ·E2ij . (10)

E1ij shows a distance between the robots R and Rj . E2ij shows a length of
the perpendicular from the robot Rj to the line L.

If the foot of the perpendicular on the line L is outside of the line segment
beginning from the ball and ending in the robot R, following equation,

E2ij =
|axij + byij + c|

√

a2 + b2
· γ, (11)

is used instead of Eq. (9), where γ is a penalty.
Averaging Eq. (10) in the time interval (i, i + n− 1), we get

Ej =
1
n

i+n−1∑

k=i

Ekj . (12)

Finally, we define CoveringByRobotj by,

CoveringByRobotj =
{

0
(

Ej > T
)

1
(

Ej ≤ T
) (13)

If CoveringByRobotj = 1, we decide that the robot Rj covers R for pre-
venting passing from time i to i + n− 1.

Set i← i + n and repeat step 2 until the end of the logged data.
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Detection of “Covering for Preventing Shooting” Action. While the
detection of the “covering for preventing passing” action is calculated based on
the distance between the passing line and the covering robot, the detection of
“covering for preventing shooting” action is calculated based on the distance
between the shooting line and the covering robot.

Therefore, we can use the algorithm 5 only replacing the passing line into the
shooting line. In our definition, the shooting line is a line connecting the robot
R and the center of the goal mouth.

Detection of “Covering for Intercepting Ball”. “Covering for intercepting
ball” is an action to cover the robot which holds the ball. Therefore, the covering
robot will keep its position on the line L′ that connects the ball and the robot
which holds the ball. We can use the algorithm 5 as well, however, we should
replace the R into Rball which is a ball holding robot, and also replace the line
L into the line L′ in the algorithm 5.

5 Experimental Study

In this section, we show an experimental result of the action detection given
above. In the experiment, we applied our algorithm to the logged data that were
recorded in the RoboCup 2007 competition.

5.1 Experimental Examples

We show some examples that are the result of the detection and the classification
of kicking action.

Detection of Kicking Action. Figure 1 shows an example of the trajectory
of the ball. It started from the throw-in on the side line by one robot, then the
other robot received the ball and kicked it immediately toward the goal, however
the opponent goalkeeper blocked and the ball went out the field and bounced off
the outside wall.

Figure 2 shows the velocity (saw-teeth-like line) and moving direction (θi,
dotted line) of the ball calculated from the part shown in Fig. 1 of the logged
data. Dk is shown as well. From the figure, it is shown that the three kicking
actions by two teammate robots and one goalkeeper are detected correctly using
the algorithm 1. Table 3 shows the result of the classification of the intention
and the effect of the kicking actions by the algorithms 2 and 3. It is clear from
the table that three kickings are classified into correct actions.

Detection of Covering Action. Figure 3 shows the trajectories of five op-
ponent robots and one teammate robot that will receive the ball in some time
interval. An arrow beside each trajectory shows the moving direction of corre-
sponding robot.

Figure 4 shows the value of Ej , Eq. (12) in algorithm 5, between the teammate
robot R and the opponent robot Rj for the time interval of trajectories in Fig. 3.

From Fig. 4, we can get E2 which is always below threshold T and find it a
“covering for preventing passing” action in this time interval.
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Fig. 1. Ball trajectory
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Fig. 2. Kicking action detection

Table 3. Classification of intention of kicking actions

s(time) e(time) Rs Type of kick Intention Effect
19338 19390 Yellow-2 Kick Pass Pass
19391 19403 Yellow-1 Direct play Shot Interception
19404 19463 Blue-4 Kick Clear Clear
Yellow : teammate robots
Blue : opponent robots
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Fig. 3. Trajectories of robots
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5.2 Experimental Result

We got the 11 minutes logged data in RoboCup 2007 competitions. From them,
one of the authors got extracted the kick actions and the “covering for pre-
venting passing” actions. We use them as the supervisory data. We applied the
algorithms described in the previous sections to the 11 minutes logged data and
extracted the actions. Then, we compared the supervisory data and the computer
extracted data.

Table 4 and Table 5 show the results.

Table 4. Kick actions

detected kick actions by supervisor 48
totally detected kick actions by computer 54
correctly detected kick actions by computer 47 (97.9%)
undetected kick actions by computer 1
misdetected kick actions by computer 7
correctly detected kicked robot in 47 kicks 46 (97.8%)
correctly classified kicking intention in 47 kicks 38 (80.8%)
correctly classified kicking effect in 47 kicks 39 (82.9%)

Table 5. “covering for preventing passing” actions

detected actions by supervisor 20
detected actions by computer 18
undetected actions by computer 2
correctly detected actions 18
misdetected actions by computer 0

5.3 Discussion

From Table 4, we can get correct classification in over 80% of the 47 correct
detected kicks. Failed examples of intention classification are mainly due to mis-
classification of the shooting action into the passing action. These happen when
the other teammate robot stands near the shooting line when robot shoots.
Failed examples of the kicking effect classification are mainly due to misclassi-
fication of the passing action into the interception action. These happen when
many opponent robots are around the ball3 and one of them is detected as a
ball getter while a true getter is a teammate robot.

From Table 5, 90% of the covering action for passing are correctly detected.
Undetected covering action happens when a robot runs faster than a covering

3 This is often the case in the SSL.
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robot due mainly to the performance difference between competing teams4, since,
in the case, the covering robot does not satisfy Eq. (13).

6 Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we proposed new algorithms that detect and classify the robot
actions in the logged data in the SSL, and showed that the algorithms well-detect
and well-classify the robot actions. Since this is a sort of time series analysis,
programs can run in real time. We developed an off-line analysis, however it
can be easily extended to an on-line analysis, since the delay element of the
algorithms is only an “n”, a smoothing parameter, and its value is small.

As the further study, there remains,

– to confirm the effectiveness of the detection and classification algorithms in
the real game,

– to design the system that learns and forecasts the actions of the opponent
behaviors by using the detected actions.
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